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1. INTRODUCTION 
The operator differential equation 
r’(t) = M(t)Y(t), Y(0) = I, (1) 
has wide applications in physics and engineering. Since in most practical 
cases it cannot be solved exactly, an important question is to determine 
how close a given approximate solution to (I), Yr(t), is to the true solution Y(t). 
For most approximation procedures, Yr(t) will satisfy a differential equation 
like (l), but with a different system operator MI(t) instead of M(t), 
riw = Jw)YIW~ Y,(O) = I. (2) 
How close, then, must MI(t) approximate M(t), or alternatively, how 
“small” must the difference operator 
F(t) = MI(t) - M(t) 
be in order that Yr(t) be close to Y(t) in some appropriate sense? A more 
precise criterion of “closeness” is given in Section 2. The analysis of 
Sections 3 and 4 then leads to some theorems concerning error bounds. 
These are applied in Sections 5, 6, and 7 to the first Magnus approximation, 
Y&l = exp [ Jl M(T) do], 
for various assumptions concerning the nature of M(t). 
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Section 7 is an application to the differential equation 
2-i + [I + f(t)]u = 0. (3) 
In Section 8, this differential equation is solved exactly for a rectangular 
shapedf(t) in order to better compare with the first Magnus approximation. 
In Section 9, an exact solution to this equation is given for the case wheref(t) 
varies infinitely slowly. (See Theorem 4.) 
The observant reader will note that our techniques and results have much 
in common with those of stability theory [I]. However, our goal here is 
different. 
2. ERROR CRITERIA 
In order to measure how close Yr(t) is to Y(t), we introduce an operator 
U(t) by 
Y1(t) = U(t)Y(t). (4) 
The “closeness” of U(t) to the identity operator 1, or alternatively, the 
“smallness” of the deviation operator 
D(t) SE U(t) - I (5) 
is clearly a good measure of how well Yl(t) approximates Y(t). 
In order to give a more precise meaning to these statements concerning 
operator “size,” we adopt the usual operator norm 
11 D 1~ = max ~ Dx ~/’ x I. (6) Y 
Here the vector x ranges over the domain of the operator D and j x j 
denotes the vector norm of X. 
The condition that Yl(t) be a good approximation to Y(t) is then given by 
the requirement 
II D(t)li < 1. (7) 
Note that (I), (2), (4), (5), and (6) imply that 
11 D(O)i; = 0. (8) 
3. AN EQUATION FOR D(t) 
In order to make further progress, we assume that the solutions Y(t) and 
Yl(t) have inverses, Y-l(t) and Y;‘(t), respectively, for all finite t > 0. 
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Although this assumption excludes the applicability of our results from 
some interesting problems, there is still a substantial class of problems to 
which our results apply. 
Then (4) may be solved for U(t), 
U(t) = Y1(t)Y-l(t), (9) 
and differentiated with respect to t to obtain 
U(t) = Ml(t)u(t) - U(t)M(t). (10) 
In obtaining (lo), we have used (2) and the differential equation satisfied by 
Y-‘(t), 
dY-l(t)/dt = - Y-l(t)M(t). 
Substituting (5) into (10) an d using (3), one obtains the differential equation 
which D(t) must satisfy, 
B(t) = M,(t) D(t) - D(t)M(t) + F(t). 
Eliminating M,(t) with the aid of (3), (11) becomes 
qt) = Pw), WI + W[~ + WI, 
where [M(t), D(t)] denotes the commutator bracket 
[M(t), D(t)] = M(t) D(t) - D(t)M(t). 
Equation (12), together with the initial condition D(0) 
D(t) satisfies the integral equation 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
0, implies that 
where 
D(t) = j-’ dT Y(t, T)F(T)[I + D(T)] Y-‘(t, T), 
0 
(14) 
Y(t, 7) = Y(t)Y-l(T) 
is the solution of 
(ay(t, T)/at) = M(t)Y(t, T), Y(T, T) = I. 
(15) 
(16) 
4. BOUNDS FOR /I D(t)\1 
Taking the norm of (14) and applying the Schwarz and triangle inequalities 
then leads to an integral inequality for 
d(t) = II WI, (17) 
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namely, 
d(t) < jt d7 1~ Y(t, ~)ll . II Y-Y& T)i,g(T)[l + d(7)], (18) 
0 
where g(r) is a function which bounds /I F(r)l,, 
g(T) 3 ilF(TN. (19) 
The integral inequality (18) may be used to obtain various theorems, 
depending upon the type of assumption made. We give here two. 
THEOREM 1. Let Y(t) and YI(t) be solutions of (1) and (2), respectively, 
and define the error d(t) by 
d(t) = I/ YI(t)Y-‘(t) - I ~;. (20) 
Also let 
g(t) 3 II W(t) - WtN (21) 
Further, let 11 Y(t, T)II and /I Y-‘(t, T)II [defined by (15)] be un$ormly bounded by 
Y,for all t 3 7 3 0, 
II w  4 < Yw 3 (224 
” Y-‘(t, T)li < Y, . II G’2b) 
Then 
d(t) < z(t)ez(tJ, (23) 
where 
.t 
z(t) s Y,Z 
J 
" g(T) dT. (24) 
[Note that if M(t) is an antihermitian operator then Y(t, T) will be unitary 
so that by Eqs. (22) the conditions of this theorem will be satisfied with 
Ym = I.] 
Proof. Under the above assumptions, (18) becomes 
d(t) < w(t), (25) 
where W(t) is defined by 
w(t) - Y,” ,I dTg(T)[l + d(T)]. (26) 
By some straightforward manipulations, it follows that 
~ww) < 4t) + .qt)/@), (27) 
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where z(t) is defined by (24). Integrating (27) between t, and t, taking the 
exponential of the result, and rearranging terms, one obtains 
W> G f?VoMWW expP(t> - 444. (28) 
Letting to approach zero, since 
wcJl4to) + m/do) = 1 F 
it follows that 
W(t) < z(t)t+). 
The inequalities (30) and (25) imply (23). 
(29) 
(30) 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Use the same assumptions as in Theorem 1, except that in 
place of Eqs. (22), we assume that M(t) is a bounded operator, 
II Wt)ll d m(t). (31) 
Then a bound for d(t) is given by 
49 G 11 A+> d7 exp [ 1: (2m(x) + g(x)) dx]. 
Proof. From (31), it easily follows that 
II WY 41 G exp [j: 44 dx] 
and 
II Y-V, 41 d exp [jr m(x) dx]. 
(32) 
(33a) 
(33b) 
Hence (18) becomes 
d(t) < jl dTg(7)f.l + d(T)] exp [2 1: m(x) dx]. (34) 
By an analysis similar to, but more involved than, that used in proving 
Theorem 1, (32) follows from (34). The details will be left as an exercise for 
the interested reader. 
In some cases, it may be more convenient to use the properties of the 
approximating solution Yl(t) rather than those of the exact solution Y(t). 
Thus instead of eliminating M,(t) in (11) to obtain (12), one eliminates M(t) 
with the aid of (3) to obtain 
B(t) = P&(t), WI + [I + WIW (35) 
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The analysis proceeds as before, so that corollaries of Theorem 1 and 2 may 
be derived. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 1, except that (22a) 
and (22b) are replaced by 
il Yl(t, ~)ll -< Y, , (364 
!j y;yt, T)ll < Ii,, (36b) 
the conclusion (23) still follows. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the same assumptions as Corollary 1, except that in 
place of Eqs. (36) we assume that M,(t) is a bounded operator satisfying (31), 
the conclusion (32) of Theorem 2 follows. 
Of course other theorems can be similarly derived by making other 
assumptions about M(t) or the solutions, or by carrying through a more 
detailed analysis in order to lower the upper bound for d(t). 
5. APPLICATIONS TO FIRST R/IAGNUS APPROXIMATION 
We apply the results of the previous section to investigate the accuracy 
of using the first term in the exponential solution to (1) first given by Magnus 
PI, 
Y(t) = exp [I’ dr M(T) t 3 It dt, !“,‘dt, [AI( M(t,)] -+ .-.I. (37) 
0 0 
The expansion (37) (including high er-order terms) has been derived by a 
number of authors in various ways [2-71, and has been applied to some 
interesting physical problems [4, 8, 91. 
The results of this section overlap mainly with those of Pechukas and 
Light [5]. However, their interest is principally in comparing the Magnus 
expansion with the Dyson expansion for the case of inelastic collision 
problems. The methods which they use are quite different than ours, and 
they do not establish rigorous bounds for the error introduced for cases 
where the driving operator is not of S-function form. 
It was shown by Magnus [2] that the necessary and sufficient condition 
that the solution to (1) be given by only the first term of (37), 
Y(t) = exp [ 11 dT A+)], (38) 
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is that M(t) commute with ji M(T) dT for all t, 
[M(t), j; M(T) d’] = 0. (39) 
In practical situations this can occur when M(t) has the form of a constant 
operator multiplied by a scalar multiple of t, 
M(t) = S(t)&& 
or more generally as a linear combination of commuting operators Mi with 
scalar coefficients, 
In more realistic cases, however, (39) will not be satisfied. We are interested 
in determining under what conditions (39) will be “small” enough that (38) 
is still approximately a solution of (1). Thus, to conform with the notation 
of Section 2, we define 
Yl(t) = exp [/I dT M(T)]. (40) 
The operator M,(t) introduced in (2) is found by differentiating (40) with 
respect to t, using the formula for the derivative of an exponential operator 
with respect to a parameter [6], 
Yl(t) = 1: dx exp (x/l d7 M(T)) M(t) exp (- xJ’ d7 M(T)) Yl(t) 
0 
= W(t) Yl(O 
(41) 
Thus F(t) defined in Eq. (3) is given by 
F(t) se Ml(t) - M(t) 
= j: dx [eXp (x,: dT M(T)) M(t) exp (- ~$1 dT M(T)) - m(t)] 
= j: dx j,” du & [exp (~1: d7 M(T)) M(t) exp (- ~11 dT M(T))] (42) 
= j:dXj~du[eXp(uj:drM(r))[j:drM(r),~(t)] eXp(--uj:dTM(T))]. 
In order to determine an error bound for d(t), we need to determine an 
upper bound g(t) for ]I F(t)/. 
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First consider the case where M(t) is antihermitian. Then the exponential 
operators in (42) are unitary, so that 
dT M(T), A!@)]~~. 
Next consider the case where M(t) is bounded, 
Then 
and 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
Hence 
/ F(t)ll < j: dx j," du exp (2~ j: 47) dT) li[ j:, dT J+), :M(t)]l; (47) 
ezb - 1 - 2b = 
w2 
(48) 
where 
(50) 
Since the commutator [M(T), M(t)] vanishes when 7 = t, it is reasonable 
to assume that 
II W(4, WQI II G cm(T)m(t> I t - 7 I> 
where 
2<c<m 
Under this condition, the inequality (49) implies that 
(51) 
(52) 
II F(t)11 < $c exp (2s: m(x) dz) m(t) jl dT m(t - T) V,(T), (53) 
where the function P)(T) is defined by 
(54) 
These results, together with Theorems 1 and 2 of Section 4 readily imply 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let M(t) b e a bounded linear operator satisfying (44) and 
(51), and let Y(t) be the solution to 
Y(t) = M(t)Y(t), Y(0) = I. 
Also let 
Yl(t) EZ exp [j: M(T) dT]. 
Then an error bound for 
d(t) G 11 Yl(t)Y-‘(t) - 111 
is given by 
where g(t) is dejned by the right side of (53). If, in addition, M(t) is an anti- 
hermitian operator, then 
d(t) < x(t)eztt), 
where 
44 G i j; 4 Ij [ r dT WT), JVd]ll 
t s s t1 < ii+ 4 dT m(T) m(t, - T) v(T). 0 0 
(56) 
6. APPLICATIONS TO SOME PARTICULAR DRIVING FUNCTIONS 
We apply Theorem 3 first to the case where m(t) is bounded by a 
rectangular-shaped driving function of height h and length T, 
m(t) < 
i 
0, O<t<t, 
k tl<t<tl+T (57) 
0, t, + T < t. 
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Then since 
s 
t 
m(r) dr < hT 
0 
and 
jl d7 m(7) p)(t - T) < h f:+’ dT ~(t, + T - T) 
:< &hT2, 
we may take 
g(t) = $cezhT hT2m(t) 
in (55) to obtain 
d(t) < $cT(hT)2 exp[4hT + fcT(hT)2 e2”‘]. 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
We see that under pulse conditions with T sufficiently small the use of only 
the first term of the Magnus expansion is a very good approximation. In 
particular, if (58) is satisfied in the limit where T approaches zero and h 
approaches co in such a way that the product hT remains constant, then (60) 
shows that the error bound for d(t) approaches zero in this limit. In this case, 
the first term of the Magnus expansion gives the exact solution 
This has been shown previously in a different way by Pechukas and Light [5]. 
(It should be pointed out that if there is more than one pulse, the use of 
only the first term of the Magnus expansion will not, in general, be a very 
good approximation.) 
Next, consider the case where m(t) is bounded by a decaying exponential 
of decay time e-l, 
m(t) < me-et, 0 < t. (62) 
Then the right side of (53) is given by 
g(t) = $c exp[ol(l - e-ct)/.c] 
X cize+ 
I 
t/e - (1 - e--rt)/E2, t<1 
l/e - eFt(eC - 1)/e2, t 2 1, (63) 
so that from (55) one can obtain the error bound 
d(t) < [$-ce+m2(1 - e-C)/c3] exp[2a/e + $cealfo12(1 - e+)/e3]. (64) 
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If c+ @Jo” m(t) dt) is maintained constant while both 01 and E are made 
arbitrarily large simultaneously, we see that the error bound for d(t) approaches 
zero. This is again a S-function pulse type situation. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that c = 2, E = 1, and we require that 
d(t) y  0.01. Then from (64) we see that this will be satisfied if (11 q 0.1. 
This illustrates that the use of such bounds formulas need not be confined 
to cases involving extremely short pulses. 
7. APPLICATION TO ii + [l +f(t)]u = 0 
To give a more concrete example of these ideas, we consider the equation 
ii + [ 1 + f(t)]u = 0. (65) 
Defining v  = ti, this may be written in the matrix form 
ti 0 i 0 1 u = d -1 -f(t) 0 K ) v  * 
Introducing the evolution matrix X(t) by 
(66) 
(67) 
Eq. (66) implies that X(t) satisfies the differential equation 
S(t) = [A + qtllw), X(0) = I, 
where A and B(t) are defined by 
(68) 
(6% 
Since we are interested in situations wheref(t), hence B(t), is in some sense 
“small,” we make the transformation 
Y(t) = e-AtX(t). (70) 
Equations (68) and (70) imply that Y(t) satisfies 
3(t) = M(t)Y(t), Y(0) = I, (71) 
where M(t) is defined by 
M(t) E e---jtB(t)eA*. (72) 
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So far, no approximation has been made. If  we have a solution Y(t) to (71) 
then by (10) we can obtain a solution X(t) from 
x(t) = &Y(t). (73) 
From the definition (67) for X(t), th is will solve the original problem. 
If we have only an approximate solution to (71) [or (l)], Yr(t), satisfying 
(20), then we of course obtain an approximate solution to X(t), X,(t), by 
X,(t) = &Y1(t). (74) 
In the same way that the closeness of the matrix Y,(t)Yr(t) to the identity 
matrix I measures how well Yi(t) app roximates Y(t), the closeness of the 
matrix X,(t)X-r(t) to the identity matrix is a measure of how well X,(t) 
approximates X(t). Thus the norm 11 X,(t)X-l(t) - I jl is given by 
I/ X,(t) X-l(t) - III = (1 eAtYl(t) Y-‘(t) cAt - I )’ 
= 11 eAt(Yl(t) Y-l(t) - I) emAt ‘; 
= 11 Yl(t) Y-l(t) - I j - d(t). (75) 
In obtaining (75), we have used the fact that A is antihermitian [see (69)] 
so that eAt and e--At are unitary. Hence a bound for d(t) is a bound for 
(1 X,(t)X-l(t) - I jj as well. 
Also from (72) and (69), we see that 
m(t) = /j M(t)l~ = // zqt)ll =f(t). (76) 
In order to proceed further, we need to find the explicit form of M(t) 
defined by (72). To do this, it is convenient to use the Pauh spin matrices 
g2 > Qy , and u’, , defined by 
which satisfy the relations 
In terms of these matrices; A and B(t) are given by 
A = ia, , B(t) = -iy(t)(ux - iu,). 
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By a simple parameter differentiation technique [6], one easily finds that 
M(t) is given by 
M(t) = -&f(t)[us cos 2t - us sin 2t - LrJ. (77) 
A straightforward calculation then gives 
[M(T), M(t)] = -4/2f(7)f(t)[sin(t - T)(U$ cos(t + T) 
+ 0, sin(t + T) + 40, sin(2t - 27)], 
from which one can readily show [with the aid of (76)] that the condition 
(51) is satisfied with c = 2. Hence the discussion of the previous section is 
immediately applicable here with m(t) = f(t). 
8. AN EXACT COMPARISON 
It is instructive to exactly solve the differential equation (68) for X(t) for 
the case wheref(t) is of the rectangular form 
f(t) = 
1 
i: 
O<t<t, 
tl<t<tl+T (78) 
0, t, f  T < T, 
and to compare it with the approximate solution X,(t) given by (74). 
To calculate X1(t), we first calculate from (77) for t > t, + T, 
s 
t 
M(T) dT = --h/4[u,(sin(2tl + 2T) - sin 2t,) 
0 
- 2iTu, + u,(cos(2t, + 223 - cos 2t,)]. (79) 
Using the well-known identity 
eia~o=Icosn+(+)sina, 
where 
and 
a . (I f  a,u, + ayuy + azu, 
we calculate from (79) 
a 3 [f&2 + $2 + uzy, 
Yl(t) = eXp s: M(T) dT 
= 1 cos(hh/2) + h-l sin(M/2) 
X [sin T(o; sin(2t, + T) - uz cos(2t, + T) + iTa,], 
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and from (74) 
X,(t) = @Y1(t) 
= cos(hh/2)[1 cos t + iu, sin t] - Th-l sin(hh/2)[1 sin t - ia, cos t] 
- X-l sin T sin(hX/2)[u, cos(t - 2t, - T) + u, sin(t - 22, - T)], 
(80) 
where h is defined by 
h s (T2 - sins T)W. 
Now the exact solution X(t), for t 3 t, + T, is given by 
where 
x(t) = ea(t-tl-r)X(tl + T), 
X(t, + 7’) EE e(A+B)TeAtl 
= pl + au, + gq/ + yJ, . 
(81) 
Here p, a, fl, and y  are defined by 
p = cos pT cos t, - (1 - h/2)p-l sin pT sin t, , 
a = -$hp-l sin pT cos t, , 
/3 = cos pT sin t, + (1 + h/2)@ sin pT cos t, , 
y = &hp-l sin pT sin tl , 
where p :=- (1 + h)liz. 
In determining the error of X,(t), it will suffice to make the comparison 
at t = t, + T since for t > t, 
d(t) = // X,(t) X-l(t) - I /I 
LL I/ e a(t-tl-r)[)(l(tl + T)  X-l@, + T)  _ I] e-A(t-t~-T) j/ (82) 
= II X,(t, + T)  X-l(t, + T)  - .Z II. 
The last equality follows since eA(i-+-T) . is a unitary matrix. We see that no 
additional error occurs for t > t, + T. 
One may verify that for small h, 
and for small T 
J&k + T) = X(t, + T) + O(h2) (83) 
as expected. 
WI + T) = W, + T) + 0(T2), (84) 
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A question of greater interest is how well does X,(t, + T) approximate 
X(ti + T) for large T ? From (80) one easily finds that 
X,(t, + T) ~Icos(& + T + hT/2) + ia& + T + hT/2) + 0(1/T). (85) 
On the other hand, the coefficients of co and crz in the exact solution (81) 
are seen to be nonvanishing in this limit and are of first order in h. In view 
of (83), this may, at first sight, seem surprising. However, (83) is obtained 
for fixed T, while in (85) T is made large. This is evidently just another 
instance where interchanging the order of taking limits alters the result. 
Using (82) and the formula for X-l(t, + T), 
X-l(t, + T) = pl - a.uz - i/b, - yuz , 
we calculate d(t) in this limit, neglecting also terms of order h * 1, h2 * l,..., 
but not terms of order hT, (hT)2,... . One finds 
and 
where 
X,(t, + T)X-l(t, + T) N I cos 0 - iu, sin 8, WI 
d(t) f II w)x-l(t) - 1 II, t>tl+T 
= 2 sin(8/2), (87) 
8 = T[(l + h)li2 - 1 - h/2]. (88) 
We see that in this limit the error function d(t) is an oscillating function of T, 
varying between 0 and 2. 
Note that although the error can become rather large, it is bounded. This is 
more than we are able to say from the bounds formula (60). 
From (87) and (88), we see that if 
h2T < 1, (89) 
then d(t) will be small for large T. In addition, we see from (60) that this 
condition also insures that d(t) will be small for small T. 
9. SOLUTION OF (d/dt)[h(t)ti] + Z(t)u = 0 FOR SLOWLY VARYING h(t) AND Z(t) 
The work of Section 7 did not lead to an approximate solution of (65) 
which would necessarily be accurate in casef(t) is a slowly varying function 
of T. The reason for this is due to the fact that the system matrix M(t), 
Eq. (77), will not in general commute with M(T) if r is not close to T (or 
no + t, where n is an integer). In order to obtain a system matrix which 
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nearly commutes with itself at widely separated times, we seek a form which 
is close to being a scalar function times a constant matrix. 
Now it turns out that with little additional effort we can handle an equation 
more general than (65), 
(d/dt)[k(t)zi] + Z(t)u = 0, (90) 
where k(t) and Z(t) are slowly varying positive functions of t. The results 
attain a simpler form in terms of the variables w(t) and Q(t) defined by 
w(t) = [Z(t)/k(t)]““, 
Q(t) G [k(t)Z(t)]l~2, 
which, of course, are also assumed to be slowly varying positive functions of T. 
In terms of them, Eq. (90) is written 
g&j +qt),(t) == 0. (91) 
For the special case where L?(t) = w(t) = [l +f(t)]1’2, (91) reduces to (65). 
To convert the second-order differential equation (91) to a coupled first- 
order system, we introduce the variable v(t) by 
v(t) = zi(t)/w(t). 
Substituting (92) into (91), we obtain 
Qn, + ‘Qd = -&JTJ. 
We write (92) and (93) in matrix form as 
(94 
(93) 
zi 
(I=( 
0 
-i,Q 
Il. 
.d --w Ii i 2! * 
Introducing the evolution matrix Y(t) by 
we see that Y(t) satisfies 
I’(t) = M(t)Y(t), Y(0) = I, 
where M(t) is defined by 
M(t) = iw(t)o, - [~(t)/Q(t)](I - a,)/2. 
(94) 
(95) 
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Assuming that B(t) varies sufficiently slowly that 
I J-&o/4wt)l < 19 
a good approximation to M(t) is given by 
M,(t) Eie ioJ(t)uY - [Q(t)/ua(t)]L 
(97) 
(98) 
We include the part which is a scalar multiple of the identity in M,(t) partly 
because it commutes with ur , but more importantly because it gives rise to a 
nonvanishing effect in the limit of an infinitely slow dependence upon t. The 
same cannot be said for the term 
F(t) E M,(t) - M(t) = -[f2(t)/2Q(t)]uz. 
We shall see that it gives a vanishing contribution in this limit. 
The approximate solution to (95) based upon (98) is 
(99 
Yl(t) = exp 1: Mu dr 
= exp 
[ 
Q(t) z+(t) uy - k I In -1 
J-30) 
uw 
= [f2(0)/Q(t)]112 [I cos p(t) + iu, sin q(t)], 
where q(t) is defined by 
p(t) = j-1 W(T) dT. (101) 
Clearly Yl(t) is the exact solution to the approximating equation (2). We 
can thus use the analysis of Section 2, with minor modification, to obtain a 
bound for the error. Now the solution to (35) is given by 
o(t) = It d7 yl(t, T)[I + ~(T)]F(T) y;‘(t, T>, (102) 
0 
where Yl(t, T)  is given by 
Yl(t, T) SC Yl(t) Y;‘(T). (103) 
Substituting (100) into (103) we obtain Yl(t, T),  and then substituting 
Yl(t, T)  and Y;‘(t, T)  into (102), we see that the scalar factors resulting from 
wvQw’” mutually cancel each other out. The analysis leading to 
Corollary 1 of Section 4 proceeds as previously, with the conclusion that 
d(t) < z(t) eztt), 
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where [using (99)] z(t) is defined by 
Although (105) implies a finite upper bound for d(t), it is not as small as 
possible. In order to obtain a better bound, we note that the norm of (102) 
satisfies 
d(t) < h + j: d* d(T)g(T), (106) 
where h is assumed to be a constant which uniformly bounds the first term 
of (102) for all t, 
ha 11 j: dT W, T)F(T) Y;T1(t, T> j/. (107) 
The inequality (106) then implies that 
(108) 
In order to find a suitable constant h, we note that 
Y1(t, T)F(T) Y;‘(t, T) = -[L?(*)pQ(*)] Y1(t, T) u,Y;l(t, T) (109) 
and 
Ydt, *> 4X 4 = expbMt> - v(d)1 ‘7, exp[--i4#) - d41 
= u COS(~~(T) - 2v(t)) + uz sin(2v(7-) - 2~p(t)). 
( 
Now 
s 
.lO) 
110 
Hence 
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ll I, dr $$ COS[~P)(T) - 2?(t)] / 
Similarly one obtains 
Is 1 dT $$$ sin[2v(T) - 2v(t)] / 
1 mJ> 
d z Q(0) w(0) + i Q(t) w(t) I I d(t) j +; jllf [ n($(T)]ld’. (113) 
Equations (109)-( 113) imply that a suitable constant h satisfying (107) will be 
given by any value which is larger than the maximum of the right side of (113). 
From (108), one then obtains a bound for d(t). 
From these results, a theorem concerning the solution of (91) for 
adiabatically varying Q(t) and w(t) immediately follows. 
THEOREM 4. Let the integral 
(114) 
exist and let u(t) be a solution of (91) subject to the initial conditions u(0) = u, 
zi(0) = w(O)o. If for all t > 0, the maximum of the right side of (113) is made 
arbitrarily small, then the solution u(t) of (91) is uniformly approximated 
arbitrarily closely for all t 2 0 by the expression 
[Q(O>/Q(t>11~2[u cos p)(t) + 21 sin v(t)], (115) 
where p)(t) is dejked by (101). 
Somewhat similar results are known in connection with the WKB method, 
but they appear to be mainly concerned with the situation in which t becomes 
arbitrarily large [lo]. Although rigorous bounds for the finite case have been 
given by Olver [Ill, their form is such that a close comparison with our 
results is difficult. 
A concrete example of functions Q(t) and w(t) satisfying the assumptions 
of Theorem 4 is given by 
Q(t) = w(t) = w2 + (wl - w2) eect, 
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where u1 and CO, are positive constants, while E is an arbitrarily small positive 
number. Verification is straightforward, and is left as an exercise to the 
interested reader. 
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